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Abstract:
Feature selection involves identifying a subset of most
useful features that produces compatible results as the
original entire set of feature A feature selection algorithm
may be evaluated from both the efficiency and effectiveness point of view . While the efficiency concerns the
time required to find a subset of features, the effectiveness
is related to the quality of the subset of features. The core
idea of feature selection process is improve accuracy level of classifier; reduce dimensionality; speedup the clustering task etc, this paper mainly focuses on comparison
of various techniques and algorithms for feature selection
process.
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1.Feature Selection:
A “feature” or “variable” or “attributes” refers to an aspect of the data .Usually before collection data, features
are specified or chosen. Feature can be discrete, continuous, or nominal. Generally, feature are characterized as:
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Problem of selecting some subset of a learning algorithms
input variables upon which it should focus attention ,
while ignoring the rest. Feature selection is the process
of selecting, selecting the best feature among all the feature because all the features are not useful in constructing
the clusters: some feature may be redundant or irrelevant
thus not contributing to the learning process. Feature
selection is a process commonly used in machine learning, wherein a subset of the features available from the
data are selected for application of a learning algorithm.
The best subset contains the least number of dimensions
that most contribute to accuracy; we discard the remaining, unimportant dimensions. This is an important stage
of preprocessing and is one of two ways of avoiding the
curse of dimensionality (the other is feature extraction).
The main aim of feature selection is to determine a minimal feature subset from a problem domain while retaining a suitably high accuracy in representing the original
features, learning from data techniques can benefit. To be
completely sure of the attribute selection, we would ideally have to test all the enumerations of attribute subsets,
which is infeasible in most cases as it will result in 2n
subsets of n attributes. Feature selection has been an active research area in pattern recognition, statics, and data
mining communities.

1.Relevant:

These are features which have an influence on the output
and their role cannot be assumed by the rest .

2. Irrelevant:

Irrelevant features are defined as those feature not having
any influence on the output, and whose values are generated at random for each example.

3. Redundant:

A redundancy exists whenever a feature can take the role
of another, (simplest way to model redundancy).
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Fig 1.1 : General procedure for feature selection.

1.2 Advantages of Feature selection:
•It dimensionality reduces the Feature space, to limit
storage requirements and increase algorithm speed;
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•It removes the redundant, irrelevant or noisy data
•The immediate effects for data analysis tasks are speeding up the running time of the learning algorithms.
•Improving the data quality.
•Increasing the accuracy of the resulting model.
• Feature set reduction ,to save resources in the next round
of data collection or during utilization;
•Performance improvement, to gain in predictive accuracy;
•Data understanding, to gain knowledge about the process
that generated the data or simply visualize the data.

1.4 Approaches:

1.3 Algorithms for Feature selection (FSA):

There are two approaches in Feature selection :

A Feature selection algorithm(FSA) is a computational
solution that is motivated by a certain definition of relevance .The purpose of a FSA is to identify relevant feature according to a definition of relevance.

1.Forward selection: Start with no variables and add them
one by one, at each step adding the one that decreases the
error the most , until any further addition does not significantly decrease the error.

1.3.1 Characterization of FSAs:

2. Backward selection: Start with all the variables and remove them one by one, at each step removing the one
that decreases the error the most(or increases it only
slightly),until any further removal increases the error
significantly. To reduce overfitting , the error referred to
above is the error on a validation set that is distinct from
the training set.

There exist in the literature several considerations to characterize feature selection algorithms.

1.3.2 Search Organization:
A search algorithm is responsible for driving the feature
selection process using a specific strategy. We consider
three types of search: exponential, sequential and random.

1.3.2.1 Generation of Successors:
Mechanism by which possible variants (successor candidates) of the current hypothesis are proposed. Up to five
different operators can be considered to generate a successor for each state: Forward, Backward , Compound,
Weighting and Random.

1.3.2.2 Evaluation Measure:
Function by which successor candidates are evaluated, allowing to compute different hypothesis to guide the search
process. Some of the evaluation measures are probability
of error, Divergence, Dependence, interclass distance, information or Uncertainty and consistency.

Fig 1.3 Characterization of a FSA

1.5 General Schemes For Feature Selection:
Feature selection is similar to data preprocessing technique .it is an approach of identifying subset of features
that are mostly related to target model. The main aim is to
remove irrelevant and redundant features, it is also known
as attribute subset selection. Feature extraction creates
new feature from function of the original features. Where
as feature selects returns a subset of the feature. Feature
selection techniques are often used in domains Where
there are many features and comparatively few sample
steps in a Feature Selection Method:
•Invention Procedure: Produce candidate subset from
original feature set.
•Estimation Function: Estimate the candidate subset.
•Evaluation: Compare with user defined threshold value.
•Verification Method: Test out whether the subset is valid.
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wrapper methods in accordance to achieve best performance with particular learning algorithm with similar
time complexity of the filter methods.

Comparison Of Various Algorithms:
In this section , we present the comparison results in terms
of

Figure 3.5: Steps involved in feature selection

1.6 Categories of Feature Subset Selection Algorithm:
The feature subset selection algorithm are generally categories into main four categories as Filter, Wrapper, Embedded and Hybrid Method.

•Classification accuracy (Accuracy of the selected features)
•Runtime (time to obtain the feature subset)
•Proportion of selected features(ratio of the number of
features selected by a feature selection algorithm)
Comparison of Various Algorithm and techniques are discussed as follows:

Wrapper Method:
Wrapper method use a predictive model to score feature
subsets .Each new subset is used to train a model, which
is tested on a hold-outset. Counting the number of mistakes ,very computationally intensive.

Filter Method:
Filter method measure is chosen to be fast to compute,
and still capturing the usefulness of the feature subset.
Common measures include the Mutual Information, Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient, and inter/intra class distance.

Embedded Method :

Table: Comparison of various techniques and
algorithms

Embedded method is a catch-all group of techniques
which perform feature selection as part of the model construction process. One other popular approach is the Recursive Feature Elimination algorithm, commonly used
with Support Vector Machines to repeatedly construct a
model and remove feature with low weights .

2. Classification:

Hybrid Method:

1.Model construction:

Hybrid method is combination of filter and wrapper methods. The mainly focus on combination of filter and
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The basic classification techniques are Decision tree induction; Bayesian classification, and Rule-based classification task play an important role in clustering process.
Classification is performed via following two step process:

Describing a set of predetermined classes. Model is represented as classification rules, decision tree and mathematical formulae.
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2.Model usage:
It is used to estimate the accuracy of model. Accuracy rate
is the percentage of test set sample that are correct classified by the model.

Before Accuracy feature selection (J-48 decision tree)

Classification methods:
Bayesian classification:
Bayesian classifiers are statistical classifiers used to predict class membership probabilities. It is also known as
naïve Bayesian classifiers based on Bayes theorem. compare to other classifiers it have the minimum error rate.

Decision tree induction:
Decision tree are constructed in a top-down recursive divide-and-conquer method . It consist of three algorithms
such as ID3 (Iterative Dichotomiser), C4.5 (successor
of ID3),CART(classification and Regerssion tree). The
procedure employ an attribute selection measure such
as giniindex,information gain and gain ratio. Attribute
seiectionmeasure[1] is used to separates the original data
set(D)into individual classes.

Classification Accuracy of feature selection
(J-48 decision tree)

Rule Based Classification:
A rule-based classifiers used a set of rules for classification task. This method effectively produces the subset of
features using different heuristic techniques.

3..Result And Analysis:
In this section ,we present the experimental results in
terms of the proportion of selected features, the time to
obtain the feature subset, the classification accuracy. attribute evaluator is basically used for ranking all the features
according to some metric, various attribute evaluators are
available in WEKA. We used (weka 3.7.8) a learning machine tool this work which include Feature selection is
normally done by searching the space of attribute subset
evaluating each one . This is achieved by combining attribute subset evaluator with a search method. In the present investigation, an evaluation of six filter feature subset
methods with rank search or Greedy search method was
performed.the correctly\incorrectly classified instances
are defined the case where the instances are used as test
data .
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Minimum Spanning tree:
A minimum spanning tree (MST) is an undirected connected, weighted graph is a spanning tree of minimum
weight. A tree is an acyclic graph. the idea is to start with
an empty graph and try to add edges one at a time ,the
resulting graph is a subset of some minimum spanning
tree .Each graph has several spanning trees. this method is
mainly used to make the appropriate feature subset clustering.
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Modules Description:
1. Removal of Irrelevant features:
feature subset selection methods have been proposed for
machine learning applications. The generality of the selected feature is limited and the computational complexity is large.

2. F-Correlation calculation :
F-Correlation is the measure of correlation between the
every two attribute of the dataset. High F-Correlation value implies the attribute are highly correlated.

3. MST construction:
A minimum spanning tree is constructed using either
Prims or Kruskal’s algorithm. After applying any of these
algorithms the resulting tree will have n nodes and n-1
edges. In this we adopt Kruskal’s algorithm

Conclusion:
In this project different UCI dataset downloaded in weka
using classification accuracy finding six types of attribute method applied and filter method used. they are CFS
subsetEval(CFS),Chi-SquareAttributeevaluation(CH),
Gain-ratio Attribute evaluation(GR), Information-GainAttribute evaluation,Relief Attribute evaluation(RF)and
Symmetrical Uncertainty Attribute evaluation(SU).The
algorithm involes(i)removing irrelevant feature (ii)construcing a minimum spanning tree from relative ones,and
(iii) partitioning the MST and selecting representative
feature.in the proposed algorithm,a cluster consists of
features.Each cluster is treated as a single feature and thus
dimensionality is drastically reduced.
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